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Many plasmas of interest to the astrophysical and fusion communities are weakly collisional. In
such plasmas, small scales can develop in the distribution of particle velocities, potentially affecting
observable quantities such as turbulent fluxes. Consequently, it is necessary to monitor velocity
space resolution in gyrokinetic simulations. In this paper, we present a set of computationally
efficient diagnostics for measuring velocity space resolution in gyrokinetic simulations and apply
them to a range of plasma physics phenomena using the continuum gyrokinetic code GS2. For the
cases considered here, it is found that the use of a collisionality at or below experimental values
allows for the resolution of plasma dynamics with relatively few velocity space grid points.
Additionally, we describe the implementation of an adaptive collision frequency, which can be used
to improve velocity space resolution in the collisionless regime, where results are expected to be
independent of collision frequency. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3313348�

I. INTRODUCTION

Velocity space dynamics are often important in the
weakly collisional plasmas prevalent in astrophysics and fu-
sion applications, leading to the necessity of a kinetic treat-
ment. Since the kinetic description requires a six-
dimensional phase space, simulating weakly collisional
plasma processes can be computationally challenging. Em-
ploying the gyrokinetic ordering1–3 reduces the dimensional-
ity by eliminating gyrophase dependence, but we are still left
with a high-dimensional system. Consequently, one would
like to know how many grid points are necessary along each
dimension in order to resolve a given simulation.

In the absence of collisions or some other forms of dis-
sipation, the distribution of particles in phase space can de-
velop arbitrarily small-scale structures.4–7 This presents a
problem for gyrokinetic simulations, as an arbitrarily large
number of grid points would be necessary to resolve such a
system. Of course, all physical systems possess a finite col-
lisionality, which sets a lower bound on the size of phase
space structures and, therefore, an upper bound on the num-
ber of grid points required for resolution. We would like to
know how sensitive the plasma dynamics are to the magni-
tude and form of the phase space dissipation. In particular,
we would like answers to the following set of questions:
Given a fixed number of grid points, how much dissipation is
necessary to ensure a resolved simulation? Alternatively,
given a fixed amount of dissipation, how many grid points
are necessary to ensure a resolved simulation? Furthermore,
what measurable effect, if any, does the addition of dissipa-
tion have on collisionless plasma dynamics?

These questions have been addressed for very few
plasma processes8,9 in large part due to the computational

expense involved with such a study. In this paper, we pro-
pose computationally efficient diagnostics for monitoring ve-
locity space resolution, and we apply these diagnostics to a
range of weakly collisional plasma processes using the con-
tinuum gyrokinetic code GS2.10 With the aid of these diag-
nostics, we have implemented an adaptive collision fre-
quency that allows us to resolve velocity space dynamics
with the approximate minimal necessary physical dissipa-
tion. We find that the velocity space dynamics for growing
modes is well-resolved with few velocity space grid points
even in the collisionless limit. Including a small amount of
collisions ����� is necessary and often sufficient to ad-
equately resolve nonlinear dynamics and the long-time be-
havior of linearly damped modes. Although not considered in
this paper, the spectral velocity space diagnostic presented in
Sec. IV B could be adapted to monitor resolution in physical
space. Such monitoring is also desirable since the kinetic
cascade of free energy results in the simultaneous develop-
ment of fine scales in both velocity and physical space.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss
velocity space dynamics in gyrokinetics and provide ex-
amples illustrating the development of small-scale structure
in collisionless plasmas. Section III contains a brief overview
of the GS2 velocity space grid and its dissipation mecha-
nisms. We describe diagnostics for monitoring velocity space
resolution in Sec. IV and apply them to a number of plasma
processes. In Sec. V, we introduce an adaptive collision fre-
quency and present numerical results. We discuss our find-
ings in Sec. VI.

II. GYROKINETIC VELOCITY SPACE DYNAMICS

GS2 solves the coupled system consisting of the low-
frequency Maxwell’s equations and the nonlinear electro-a�Electronic mail: michael.barnes@physics.ox.ac.uk.
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magnetic gyrokinetic equation with a model Fokker–Planck
collision operator,
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is the non-Boltzmann part of the perturbed distribution func-
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is the sum of the curvature and �B drift velocities,
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is the generalized E�B velocity �including both the E�B
drift and the drift due to the motion of the perturbed mag-
netic field�,

� =� −
v
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is the generalized electromagnetic potential, � · 	R denotes a
gyroaverage at fixed guiding center position R, and

F0 = FM
1 −
q�

T
� �6�

is the lowest order expansion of a Maxwell–Boltzmann dis-
tribution. The exact form of the collision operator, C�h�, used
in GS2 is discussed briefly in Sec. III and described in detail
in Refs. 11 and 12.

We can group the various terms in the gyrokinetic Eq.
�1� into three distinct categories: source terms, labeled by S,
which typically drive large-scale structures in velocity space;
convection terms, labeled by K, which lead to phase mixing
and the development of small-scale structures in velocity
space; and dissipation, given by the collision operator, which
smoothes the distribution function toward a shifted Maxwell-
ian velocity distribution. In general, the structure that devel-
ops from the balancing of these terms can be quite compli-
cated. However, we can gain insight into how small-scale
velocity structures developed by considering simplified col-
lisionless systems.

In the absence of collisions, arbitrarily small scales can
develop in velocity space. This is a result of phase mixing,
arising due to convection in real space.5,7 As a simple ex-
ample of this phenomenon, we include in Appendix A a cal-
culation of the perturbed distribution function for the colli-

sionless ion acoustic wave in a slab. The result, quoted here,
illustrates the tendency of collisionless plasma processes to
drive small-scale velocity space structures,

f̄1�z,v�,t� = eik��z−v�t�G�v�� + H�z,v�,t� , �7�

where the overbar on f1 indicates an average over perpen-
dicular velocities. The quantities G and H are explicitly de-
rived in Appendix A. Here, it is sufficient to note that both G
and H are smooth functions of the parallel velocity. The
presence of the oscillatory factor e−ik�v�t in the first term �of-
ten called the ballistic term� leads to the development of a
characteristic wavelength in velocity space that decreases in-
versely with time. The amplitude of this ballistic term re-
mains comparable to the second term in Eq. �7� for all time,
leading to the development of large amplitude oscillations of
the distribution function at arbitrarily small-scales in velocity
space. A snapshot of this behavior at t=10�k�vt,i�−1 is shown
in Fig. 1.

The same calculation carried out for the collisionless ion
temperature gradient �ITG� mode in a slab yields a distribu-
tion function with a similar ballistic term component. How-
ever, since this mode is linearly unstable, there is also a term
describing large-scale structure in velocity space whose am-
plitude grows in time to dominate the distribution function.
As a result, no significant small-scale structure develops.
This is a typical feature of linearly growing modes in the
collisionless limit.

Of course, all physical systems have a finite collisional-
ity. The dissipation arising from this collisionality is criti-
cally important. It is a necessary requirement for the exis-
tence of a statistically steady state,4,5 and it sets a lower
bound on the scale-size of structures in velocity space.7 A
simple estimate for the scale-size of velocity space structures
can be obtained by assuming a steady state and balancing the
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FIG. 1. Plot showing the development of fine structure in f̄�v�� for the
collisionless ion acoustic wave at t=10�k�vt,i�−1. The parallel velocity on the

horizontal axis is normalized by vth, and f̄�v�� was initially a Maxwellian.
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collisional term with the other terms in the gyrokinetic equa-
tion. Noting that C��vth

2 �v
2 �see, e.g., Ref. 13 or Ref. 14�, we

find

�v
vth

� �

�
, �8�

where � is the collision frequency, � is the dynamic fre-
quency of interest, vth�2T /m is the thermal velocity, and
�v is the scale-size of fluctuations in velocity space. This
estimate predicts that velocity space structures much smaller
than the thermal velocity develop in the weakly collisional
limit, ���, as we would expect from our consideration of
simplified collisionless systems.

III. GS2 VELOCITY SPACE

In order to fully understand the velocity space resolution
diagnostics described in later sections, it is necessary for the
reader to have a basic knowledge of the way in which veloc-
ity space dynamics is treated in GS2. To that purpose, we now
give a brief explanation of the velocity space coordinates and
dissipation mechanisms employed in GS2.

A. Velocity space coordinates

Only two velocity space coordinates are necessary in
gyrokinetics because gyroaveraging has eliminated any gy-
rophase dependence. Fundamentally, GS2 uses energy, E, and
a quantity related to magnetic moment, 	=
 /E, as its veloc-
ity space coordinates. This choice eliminates all velocity
space derivatives from the collisionless gyrokinetic equation
and simplifies the discretization of derivatives in the model
collision operator. Consequently, the spacing of the velocity
space grid points is chosen to provide accurate velocity space
integrals while satisfying the necessary boundary condition
at particle bounce points.

1. Energy grid

The volume element in velocity space can be written as

� d3v =
B0

2 �
�
�

0

2�

d�
0

1/B0 d	
1 − 	B0

�
0

�

dvv2, �9�

where  is the gyroangle and � denotes the sign of v�. Until
recently, the energy grid in GS2 followed the treatment in
Ref. 15, which places energy integrals in a convenient form
by a change of variables to

X�x� = −
2

�
xe−x2

+ erf�x� , �10�

where x�v /vth. This transforms the range of integration
from x� �0,�� to X� �0,1�,

� d3v =
�
8

B0vth
3 �
�
�

0

2�
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0

1/B0 d	
1 − 	B0

�
0

1

dXex2
.

�11�

The integration domain is split into the subintervals �0,X0�
and �X0 ,1�, with the perturbed distribution function assumed
to be approximately Maxwellian on �X0 ,1�. Gauss–Legendre

quadrature rules16 are then used to determine the location of
the grid points in the interval �0,X0�.

This energy grid provides spectrally accurate energy in-
tegrals �i.e., error ��1 /N�N, where N is the number of energy
grid points�, provided the integrand is analytic in X over the
integration domain �see, e.g., Ref. 17�. Unfortunately, this is
seldom the case. To understand why, we consider the func-
tional form of x�X�. Taylor expanding X about x=0, we find
X�x3 or, equivalently, x�X1/3. This indicates a branch cut
in x originating from X=0 so that most functions of x are
nonanalytic at X=0. Furthermore, one can show that x→�

like x�ln�1 / �1−X�� as X→1, making x nonanalytic at
both ends of the domain in X. This can be seen in Fig. 2,
where we examine x�X�. The fact that x possesses singulari-
ties at the end points of the domain in X means that the
integration scheme is not spectrally accurate for most inte-
grands of interest �especially since the Bessel functions
J0�k�v� /�� and J1�k�v� /��, which are nonanalytic at X
=0 and X=1, appear in all integrals of the distribution func-
tion at fixed particle position r�. This is demonstrated in Fig.
3, where we examine the accuracy of the numerical integral
of h�R�=FM �at fixed r� as we vary the number of velocity
space grid points.

In order to achieve spectral accuracy, we have imple-
mented a new energy grid. We begin by splitting the velocity
integration into two separate integrals,

�
0

�

dxx2G�x� = �
0

x0

dxx2G�x� + �
x0

�

dxx2G�x� , �12�

where x0 is a free parameter and G�x� is the function we wish
to integrate. On the first interval, �0,x0�, we use Gauss–

FIG. 2. Plot of normalized velocity x over the entire X domain. The function
x�X� has singularities at the boundaries of the domain due to a branch cut
originating at X=0 and due to x going to � at X=1.
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Legendre quadrature rules in x to obtain grid locations. Note
that use of x as our integration variable ensures that the in-
tegrand x2G�x� will be analytic as long as G is analytic in x
over the interval.

For the interval �x0 ,�� we make the change in variable
y�x2−x0

2 to transform the integral to

�
x0

�

dxx2G�x� =
1

2
�

0

�

dye−y�eyy + x0
2G�x�� . �13�

We then use Gauss–Laguerre quadrature rules in y to obtain
grid locations. Note that the volume element is analytic
within the domain of integration, as is x�y�=x0

2+y, so that
the integrand will be analytic as long as G is an analytic
function of x.

Our use of spectral integration techniques �i.e., Gaussian
quadrature�, coupled with the analyticity of our integrand for
well-behaved functions G�x�, ensures the spectral accuracy
of our integration scheme. While an exponential order of
convergence is assured, the rate of convergence depends on
the exact nature of the integrand and our choice of the pa-
rameter x0. In general we choose x0�2.5 so that the branch
cut at y=−x0

2 is sufficiently far from the domain of integra-
tion in y to minimally impact the rate of convergence. We
demonstrate the spectral accuracy of the scheme and deter-
mine the rate of convergence in Fig. 3. It is worthwhile to
note that for few grid points ��8 in Fig. 3�, the grid given in
Ref. 15 may be more accurate. This is because the energy

variable X eliminates velocity-dependence of the volume el-
ement �when solving for the normalized distribution function

h̃�h /F0�, while the new v-space integrals described here
have the velocity-dependent volume element x2e−x2

that must

be integrated regardless of the form of h̃.

2. Lambda grid

For systems with curved magnetic field lines, special
care is also required when dealing with 	.10 There are two
reasons for this: the grid points provided by Gaussian
quadrature rules are concentrated near the end points of the
domain, whereas one would like them to be concentrated at
the trapped-passing boundary, and one must ensure that the
proper boundary condition �i.e., f�v� =0+�= f�v� =0−�� is sat-
isfied at each of the bounce points. Consequently, the 	-grid
is divided into two regions corresponding to trapped and
untrapped particles, respectively.

For values of 	 such that 0�	�1 /Bmax, the corre-
sponding particles are untrapped by the magnetic potential
well. In this region of velocity space, the integration variable

�̃�1−	Bmax is chosen. It is similar to pitch-angle, but it
has no spatial dependence. Similarly to the energy, Gauss–
Legendre quadrature rules are used to obtain the location of

grid points in �̃. This naturally provides a concentration of
grid points near the trapped-passing boundary.

For values of 	 such that 1 /Bmax�	�1 /Bmin, the cor-
responding particles are trapped by the magnetic potential
well. In the trapped region, grid points are chosen to fall on
bounce points in order to allow for the enforcement of
boundary conditions. Mathematically, this means that for
each value of �, there must be a corresponding 	 such that

FIG. 4. �Color online� Typical velocity space grid used in GS2. Grid points
are concentrated near the trapped-passing boundary �whose location varies
with �� and at lower energy values where the Maxwellian weighting domi-
nates. Shaded radial �azimuthal� grid points are sample 	 �energy� grid
points that are dropped when calculating integral approximation with lower
degree of precision.

FIG. 3. Plot showing relative error in numerical integral of J0�k�v� /�0� as
the number of energy grid points is varied. The error due to the integration
scheme in Ref. 15 �solid line� obeys a power law in the number of grid
points, with an exponent of approximately �2.4. The new integration
scheme detailed here �dashed line� has error approximately proportional to
�0.42N�−0.42N, where N is the number of energy grid points. Note that the
minimum error in our integration scheme approaches 10−16, which is a limi-
tation imposed by double precision evaluation of the Bessel function.
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���� =
v����

v
= 1 − 	B0��� = 0, �14�

where � gives the position along the unperturbed magnetic
field line and � is the pitch-angle. This choice of 	 values
also leads to a concentration of grid points near the trapped-
passing boundary. A typical GS2 grid layout for a system with
trapped particles is shown in Fig. 4. It should be noted that
the 	 integrals, like the energy integrals, are spectrally accu-
rate, provided the distribution function is analytic in �.

B. Velocity space dissipation

Some form of dissipation is often necessary to prevent
the formation of arbitrarily small-scale structures in velocity
space. This can be achieved either through artificial numeri-
cal dissipation or through implementation of a model colli-
sion operator. Both options are available in GS2.

1. Model collision operator

GS2 uses a model Fokker–Planck collision operator that
includes the effects of pitch-angle scattering and energy dif-
fusion while satisfying Boltzmann’s H-theorem and conserv-
ing particle number, momentum, and energy,11,12

C�h� = L�h� + D�h� + M�h� , �15�

where

L�h� =
�D

2
� �

��
�1 − �2�

�h

��
+

1

1 − �2

�2h

�2� �16�

is the Lorentz collision operator,

D�h� =
1

4x2

�

�x

�sx

2F0
�

�x

h

F0
� �17�

is the energy diffusion operator, and M�h� contains
momentum- and energy-conserving corrections. The
velocity-dependent collision frequencies �s and �D are given
by

�s =
2���

x3 
erf�x� −
2xe−x2

� � �18�

and

�D =
1

x2
���erf�x�
x

−
�s

4
� , �19�

with ��� the frequency of collisions of particles of species �
with particles of species �. A detailed description of the col-
lision operator is given in Ref. 11. Here we simply present
the gyroaveraged collision operator in spectral form

�C�h�	k =
�D

2

�

��
�1 − �2�

�hk

��
+

vth
2

4v2

�

�v

�sv

2F0
�

�v

hk

F0
� −

k�
2 �2

8�0
2 �2v2

vth
2 �D�1 + �2� + �s�1 − �2��hk

+ �Ev2J0�a�F0
�d3v�Ev2J0�a�hk

�d3v�Ev4F0
+ �DF0�J0�a�v�

�d3v�Dv�J0�a�hk

�d3v�Dv�
2F0

+ J1�a�v�

�d3v�Dv�J1�a�hk

�d3v�Dv�
2F0

�
− ��F0�J0�a�v�

�d3v��v�J0�a�hk

�d3v��v�
2F0

+ J1�a�v�

�d3v��v�J1�a�hk

�d3v��v�
2F0

� , �20�

where k is the perpendicular wavenumber, a�kv� /�0, ��
=�D−�s, and

�E =
2���

x3 
erf�x� −
4xe−x2

� � . �21�

Details on numerical implementation of the collision opera-
tor �20� can be found in Ref. 12.

2. Numerical dissipation

Numerical dissipation potentially enters in GS2 through
two mechanisms. The first is the optional decentering of spa-
tial and temporal finite differences, as described in Ref. 10.
The lowest order contribution to dissipation due to decenter-
ing in time and space is

�2h

�t � �
���
� −

1

2
� + �v�� j+1/2�t
� −

1

2
��

−
�2��	R

�t � �
���
� −

1

2
�qF0

T
� , �22�

where �� is the grid spacing along the field line, �t is the
timestep size, � is a parameter that allows for spatial upwind-
ing �when ��1 /2�, and � is a parameter that allows for the
variation in the time discretization between fully explicit
��=0� and fully implicit ��=1�.18

In order to see how this term leads to dissipation, we
consider the simplified system governed by the equation

�h

�t
+ v

�h

��
= 0. �23�

Finite differencing this equation using the scheme given in
Ref. 10, we find that numerically we are solving the equation
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�h

�t
+ v

�h

��
� −

�2h

�t � �
���
� −

1

2
� + v�t
� −

1

2
�� . �24�

Assuming h= h̃�t�eik�, we obtain the solution

h̃�t� � exp� kvt

i − k����� − 1/2� + v�t�� − 1/2��� , �25�

which is damped unless �=�=1 /2, as shown in Fig. 5. Nu-
merical dissipation is sometimes used to improve numerical
stability, and there are numerous systems for which the dy-
namics is insensitive to the exact form of the dissipation.9

However, this is not true for all systems,12 so care must be
taken to ensure that artificial dissipation does not lead to
unphysical behavior �e.g., by making artificial dissipation
much smaller than physical dissipation or by doing a conver-
gence study with decreasing artificial dissipation�.

The second source of numerical dissipation arises in sys-
tems with sheared magnetic fields due to the necessity of a
“twist-and-shift” parallel boundary condition.19 This nonpe-
riodic boundary condition couples modes at opposite ends of
the simulation domain along the field line. Since only a finite
number of modes can be kept in a simulation, some modes
will eventually couple to modes that are not present, and this
information is lost. The information that is lost is replaced by
a smoothed distribution function, which should be associated
with an increase in the entropy of the system. This entropy
generation should be diagnosed in order to verify that it is
small compared to the entropy generated by collisions. If the
parallel extent of the simulation domain is sufficiently large
such that the distribution function is negligible at the bound-
aries, this source of numerical dissipation will be small.

Coupled with GS2’s spectral treatment of the coordinates per-
pendicular to the magnetic field, centered difference simula-
tions should have very little numerical dissipation.

IV. VELOCITY SPACE RESOLUTION DIAGNOSTICS

There are numerous ways in which one could try to de-
termine whether or not a particular simulation is well-
resolved in velocity space. Ideally, one would perform a grid
convergence study for each simulation; if quantities of inter-
est are unchanged by doubling the number of grid points, one
can feel relatively confident in the simulation results. How-
ever, this process is computationally expensive, as it involves
running a simulation multiple times with an excessive num-
ber of grid points. Consequently, it is not desirable to per-
form a grid convergence study for every simulation. In prac-
tice, one tests convergence for a problem thought to be
resolution intensive and posits that other simulations, which
likely require fewer grid points, are therefore resolved. Un-
fortunately, one seldom knows in advance how fine the struc-
ture in velocity space will become, so one cannot be fully
confident that every simulation is resolved.

An alternative approach that has recently gained popu-
larity in the computational plasma physics community in-
volves monitoring entropy balance in the system.8,9 The en-
tropy balance relation arises from multiplying the
gyrokinetic Eq. �1� by hT0 /F0 and integrating over all phase
space. Since the gyrokinetic equation itself is automatically
satisfied by a gyrokinetic solver, the only possible sources of
imbalance in this relation come from numerical dissipation
and errors in the numerical approximations to phase space
integrals. If the change in entropy due to numerical dissipa-
tion is also diagnosed and included in the entropy balance, as
is often the case, then we are left with errors due only to
phase space integration. Since the errors in these particular
integrals are not directly related to errors in the calculation of
the distribution function at the newest timestep, they do not
necessarily correlate with the simulation resolution. In par-
ticular, one could easily define a poorly resolved system for
which this diagnostic predicts perfect entropy balance. One
such example is the linear, collisionless ion acoustic wave in
a slab �treated in detail in Appendix A�. For this case, we
find entropy balance to numerical precision despite the fact
that the numerical damping rate goes bad due to poor reso-
lution in velocity space. For such a case, alternative diagnos-
tics are required. Later in this section we describe two alter-
native diagnostics and show that they accurately indicate
poor resolution for the similar case of damped kinetic Alfvén
waves.

Of course, one could simply produce plots or movies of
the distribution function in velocity space over the course of
the simulation to see if structure develops at the gridscale.
This is undoubtedly useful and possibly sufficient in some
cases. However, what exactly one sees depends on how the
data are visualized; for data on irregularly spaced grids, the
interpolation scheme used to generate the images often intro-
duces erroneous or misleading structure. Furthermore, for
simulations involving nontrivial spatial structure, one would
have to examine movies of the distribution function at each

FIG. 5. Damping of the real part of the distribution function h �Eq. �25�� as
a result of decentered finite differences in space and time. Here, we are
considering kv�t=k��=0.2 and �=�=1.0 �fully implicit, upwind�.
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point in physical space. This is a memory- and time-intensive
approach that is rarely feasible.

We would like to have computationally cheap diagnos-
tics that provide real-time information on velocity space res-
olution that is easy to analyze and interpret. In the following
subsections, we present two such diagnostics developed for
implementation in GS2 that could easily be adapted for use in
other continuum kinetic simulations.

A. Integral error estimates

Upon consideration of the collisionless gyrokinetic-
Maxwell’s system of equations, one finds that the only non-
trivial operation in velocity space is integration, which enters
in the calculation of the electromagnetic fields. Conse-
quently, resolution in velocity space is limited only by the
accuracy with which the velocity space integrals are calcu-
lated. By calculating the error in our numerical integration,
we are thus able to monitor velocity space resolution.

In particular, when we discretize the gyrokinetic equa-
tion, we obtain an equation of the form

gj+1 = G�gj,� j,� j+1,� j,� j+1� , �26�

where g��f1	 is the perturbed guiding center distribution
function evolved by GS2, � is the electrostatic potential, � is
the generalized electromagnetic potential defined in Eq. �5�,
G is a function that depends on the details of the numerical
scheme, and the subscript denotes the timestep. We assume
that the time-converged solution for g is independent of the
initial condition. Since using the calculated gj and � j are
equivalent to specifying a new initial condition, we find that
the time-converged solution is independent of errors in g and
� at earlier timesteps. This is convenient because it means
we can monitor resolution merely by calculating the error
made in the latest timesteps of a time-converged simulation.

Ideally, we would accomplish this by calculating esti-
mates for the error in � j+1 and � j+1 and plugging these into
Eq. �26� to obtain an error estimate for gj+1. This might be
feasible for linear systems, but the presence of nonlinear
terms makes this approach computationally prohibitive. Con-
sequently, we must define an alternative quantity whose error
estimate is cheaper to compute, but that can still be used as a
means of monitoring velocity space resolution. There are nu-
merous possible candidates; we choose to compute two
quantities, v� and vA, related to ��� and ��A�,


v�
vA

� = max�kx,ky�
���,kx,ky�
A���,kx,ky�

� , �27�

where kx and ky are the wavenumbers corresponding to the
coordinates x���−�0�q0 /B0r0 and y�−��−�0�r0 /q0.19

Here, � is the poloidal flux, � is the field line label, B0 is the
background magnetic field at the magnetic axis, r0 is the
distance from the magnetic axis to the center of the simula-
tion domain, and q0 is the safety factor on the field line of
interest, labeled by ��0 ,�0�. The quantities in Eq. �27� were
chosen because, with the exceptions of the parallel convec-
tion term and one source term, � and A� always enter the
gyrokinetic equation for g multiplied by either kx or ky.
Therefore, it is reasonable that this k-weighted quantity is

most likely to be responsible for errors in gj+1. Although not
considered here, the expression �27� could potentially be im-
proved by including k� in the max operator. This would take
into account the effect of the parallel convection term. How-
ever, recent theoretical7 and numerical20 works suggest that
velocity space structure may be generated primarily by non-
linear perpendicular phase mixing �instead of linear parallel
phase mixing�.

Having chosen appropriate indicators of velocity space
resolution, we must devise a method for estimating the error
in these quantities. This error depends on the particular nu-
merical integration scheme used. For the energy and un-
trapped 	 integrals, which use Gaussian quadrature, the er-
ror, �G, is given by

�G = �mf �2m���� , �28�

where f is the integrand, m is the number of grid points, and
� is some unknown point in the interval of integration. The
quantity �m is

�m =
22m+1�m!�4

�2m + 1���2m�!�3 �29�

for the untrapped 	 and finite domain energy integrals that
use Gauss–Legendre quadrature and

�m =
�m!�2

�2m�!
�30�

for the semi-infinite domain energy integral that uses Gauss–
Laguerre quadrature. The error, �L, for the trapped 	 inte-
grals, which use a newly upgraded integration scheme based
on Lagrange interpolating polynomials �see, e.g., Ref. 16�, is
given by

�L =
1

m!
� f �m������z�dz , �31�

where

��z� = �
i=1

m

�z − zi� , �32�

with zi the ith grid point. It should be noted that � in Eq. �31�
is an unknown function of z whose domain is some subset of
the interval of integration.

From Eqs. �28� and �31�, we see that Gaussian quadra-
ture gives exact results for polynomials of degree less than
2m, while the Lagrangian method gives exact results only for
polynomials of degree less than m. We say that the two
schemes have degrees of precision 2m−1 and m−1, respec-
tively. This difference arises because the grid points in the
Lagrangian method are fixed by boundary conditions,
whereas the grid points in Gaussian quadrature are free pa-
rameters optimally chosen to improve the scheme’s degree of
precision.
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Unfortunately, the formal error expressions �28� and �31�
are not very useful in practice: they require information
about high-order derivatives of the distribution function,
which is unavailable. As an alternative estimate for the error,
we choose to compare multiple integral approximations com-
puted with different degrees of precision, a common tech-
nique in numerical analysis.21

1. General description of the scheme

Given the value of a function f�z� at N fixed points on
the interval �a ,b�, we would like to find two different ap-
proximations to the integral �a

bf�z�dx. In our earlier discus-
sion, we stated that an approximation with degree of preci-
sion N−1 can be found using a technique based on Lagrange
interpolation; we call this approximation Ah. If we instead
choose to use only M of the given functional values �M
�N�, we can use the same technique to find another integral
approximation, Al, with degree of precision M −1. An esti-
mate for the absolute error �a in the less accurate of these
two approximations is obtained by taking the difference be-
tween the two,

�a = �Ah − Al� . �33�

Making the reasonable assumption that the approximation
with higher degree of precision is more accurate, �a repre-
sents the error in Al. However, it can also be used as a more
conservative error estimate for Ah.

If the N points are chosen according to Gaussian quadra-
ture rules, then one can find an integral approximation with
degree of precision 2N−1. As before, a second approxima-
tion can be obtained by using only M of the N grid points.
However, due to the uniqueness of the grid points used for
Gaussian quadrature, the M-point grid no longer satisfies
Gaussian quadrature rules. As a result, this second approxi-
mation once again has degree of precision M −1. Since the
degrees of precision of the two approximations differ by
greater than a factor of two, the resulting error estimate is
likely to be very conservative when applied to Ah. The factor
of approximately two difference in degree of precision
makes this error estimate similar to that obtained by compar-
ing results from runs with N and N /2 grid points, respec-
tively �for which the degrees of precision would be 2N−1
and N−1�.

The conservative nature of the error estimate for Ah de-
pends on our assumption that a higher degree of precision
results in a more accurate integral approximation. For Gauss-
ian quadrature, it can be shown that the error in the integral
approximation can be made arbitrarily small by choosing the
degree of precision large enough.16 The same result does not
necessarily hold for the Lagrangian method with arbitrary
grid spacing because the weights in this case are not all guar-
anteed to be positive. However, the error �M in an M-point
integral approximation satisfies

�M � 2��
i=1

M

�wi
�M�� �34�

�2�M max
i=1,M

�wi� �35�

=2�M��M� , �36�

where � can be chosen arbitrarily small for large enough M
and wi

�M� is the weight corresponding to the ith grid point out
of M. From this result, we see that as long as � is bounded
when M→�, then �M →0 as M→�. This cannot be verified
in advance, but one can gain confidence by checking a pos-
teriori. In practice, we calculate � for the chosen M and
subdivide the integration domain into subintervals with
fewer points if � is larger than some reasonable value.

2. Implementation in GS2

In GS2, we must compute two-dimensional integrals over
energy and 	. As stated in Sec. III, each of these integrals is
effectively separated into two by splitting the 	 integration
into trapped and untrapped regions. Since the number of grid
points in energy and both 	 regions can be varied indepen-
dently of each other, we wish to monitor resolution in each
of these three variables individually. This entails computing
three separate integral error estimates: one for energy inte-
grals, one for untrapped 	 integrals, and one for trapped 	
integrals.

These integral error estimates are calculated using the
technique described in the previous subsection. For energy
and untrapped 	 integrals, Gaussian quadrature is used to
obtain the two-dimensional integral approximation Ah. This
approximation has degree of precision 2NE−1 for the energy
integration and 2Nu−1 for the untrapped 	 integration,
where NE and Nu are the number of energy and untrapped 	
grid points, respectively. To obtain the second approxima-
tion, Al, we fix the grid and weights for one variable and
drop one grid point for the other variable, recomputing the
weights. As an example, we choose to drop an untrapped 	
grid point. The degree of precision for Al is then 2NE−1 for
the energy integration and Nu−2 for the untrapped 	 integra-
tion. Since there is nothing special about the particular grid
point we drop, we repeat the process a total of Nu times, each
time dropping a different point and computing a different set
of weights. The final error estimate is an average of these
error estimates.

For the trapped 	 integrals, Lagrangian quadrature is
used to obtain Ah, which has degree of precision Nt−1. We
obtain the approximation Al by dropping two points sym-
metrically about v� =0, as shown in Fig. 4. We drop an addi-
tional point here because it provides a slightly more conser-
vative error estimate and because maintaining the symmetry
of the grid points provides better stability for the weights
associated with the Lagrange interpolation scheme. As be-
fore, we repeat this process for each possible grid point pair
and take the average of the individual error estimates to get
the final error estimate.

All modified grids and weights necessary for the integral
error estimates are computed once at initialization and need
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not be computed again. The additional integrations necessary
to obtain our error estimates are computationally cheap when
compared to the expense of solving for the distribution func-
tion and fields at each timestep. Furthermore, we do not need
an error estimate at each timestep, so the diagnostic can be
used sparingly. Consequently, our error estimate comes at
essentially no extra cost.

B. Spectral method

An alternative method for testing v-space resolution is to
expand the velocity space distribution function in an appro-
priate basis set and monitor the amplitude of the basis func-
tion coefficients. Whenever the highest mode number coeffi-
cients that can be accurately calculated in the simulation
acquire appreciable amplitudes, we can no longer feel confi-
dent that the simulation is resolved. Since we choose our grid
points according to Gauss–Legendre quadrature, it is conve-
nient �and most accurate� to choose the Legendre polynomi-
als as our basis functions. The coefficient of the mth Leg-
endre polynomial in the expansion of h is given by

cm =
2m + 1

2
�

−1

1

h�s�Pm�s�ds �37�

�
2m + 1

2 �
i=1

n�−1

wih�si�Pm�si� , �38�

where Pm is the mth Legendre polynomial, �wi� are the
weights associated with Gauss–Legendre quadrature, and s is
a dummy variable representing the velocity space variable
�either velocity or pitch-angle�. The integral approximation
in Eq. �38� has degree of precision 2N−1. Assuming h has a
degree of at least m �otherwise cm=0�, our approximation for
cm is only exact for m�N.

There are various ways in which one could use these
�cm� to estimate the error in velocity space resolution. We
assume locality of interaction between the various modes so
that we only have to monitor the amplitudes of the few high-
est modes. At each ��, kx, ky�-point, we find the maximum
amplitude of the three highest mode number spectral coeffi-
cients, ch,max, and the maximum amplitude of all the spectral
coefficients, cmax. We then use the following normalized sum
as a relative estimate for the error:

�c = �
�,kx,ky

ch,max��,kx,ky�/ �
�,kx,ky

cmax��,kx,ky� . �39�

When the normalized amplitude �c grows too large, we can
no longer be confident that the simulation is resolved. Of
course, how large �c can get before resolution suffers varies
from problem to problem. As before with the integral
method, we determine a scaled estimate of the error based on
empirical evidence from a wide range of simulation data.

1. Application of error diagnostics

We have applied both the integral and spectral error di-
agnostics to a diverse set of simulations, including linearly
growing modes such as the electron drift wave and the ITG
mode, linearly damped modes such as the ion acoustic wave

and kinetic Alfvén wave, neoclassical transport, and nonlin-
ear dynamics of slab electron temperature gradient �ETG�
and toroidal ITG modes. From these simulations, we have
determined empirical scaling factors for our conservative er-
ror estimates. Here, we present typical results from a cross-
section of the above simulations.

Figure 6 compares the unscaled error estimates in energy
and 	 with the actual errors in growth rate as we vary the
number of grid points in a linear simulation of the collision-
less toroidal ITG mode �using Cyclone base case
parameters22�. The simulation remains well-resolved down to
very few grid points, and the error estimates agree well with
the actual error. The error due to resolution in untrapped 	 is
still small for as little as four grid points due to our choice of
velocity variables, as illustrated by the snapshot of the dis-
tribution function shown in Fig. 7.

Figures 8 and 9 show the damping of A� and the corre-
sponding scaled error estimates for the simulation of a colli-

FIG. 6. �Color online� Comparison of actual and �unscaled� estimated errors
in wave frequency due to insufficient resolution in energy �left� and un-
trapped 	 �right�. The actual wave frequency, �, is determined from a higher
resolution run with 64 grid points in energy and both trapped and untrapped
	. The actual relative error, �, is then defined to be �=��−�n�2 / ���2, where
�n is the approximation to � obtained from a run with n grid points.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Non-Boltzmann part of the perturbed distribution
function, normalized by F0, for the linear, toroidal ITG mode with Cyclone
base case parameters. The use of a polar grid in velocity space, as well as
the fine mesh near the trapped-passing boundary, minimizes the number of
grid points necessary for resolution.
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sionless kinetic Alfvén wave with 16 energy grid points and
32 pitch-angles for each sign of the parallel velocity. The
collisionless damping rate in Fig. 8 agrees with theory until
subgridscale structure develops in velocity space, at which
point damping ceases. The onset of subgridscale structure
corresponds to the peak in scaled error in Fig. 9. The addi-
tion of a small collisionality prevents subgridscale structure,
as shown in Fig. 8, where the damping rate of A� agrees well
with theory indefinitely. This is accurately predicted by the
error estimates in Fig. 10, which never reach appreciable
magnitude. In contrast, we see in Fig. 11 that numerical en-
tropy balance is satisfied even after the collisionless simula-
tion becomes unresolved and the damping is no longer accu-
rately captured.

V. ADAPTIVE COLLISION FREQUENCY

As stated earlier, we would like to know what combina-
tion of dissipation and grid spacing is necessary for a re-
solved simulation. One way to approach this problem is to
fix the dissipation and vary the number of grid points to find
how many are required to get an accurate result. This is the
general idea behind the error estimation diagnostics de-
scribed in the previous section. However, if we wanted to use
this approach to ensure that the simulation remained re-

solved, we would have to implement an adaptive grid, which
is difficult to do on massive multiprocessor machines.

Instead, we choose an alternative approach: we fix the
number of grid points and vary the dissipation until we have
a well-resolved result. In particular, we have implemented an
adaptive collision frequency in GS2 that allows for the inde-
pendent variation in the collisionality associated with pitch-
angle scattering and energy diffusion. Given an acceptable
error tolerance for velocity space calculations, a scaled ver-
sion of the integral error estimate described in the previous
section is used to determine whether or not the simulation is
well-resolved. The collision frequency is then adjusted using
a feedback process until the scaled estimate of the error con-
verges to within some prespecified window of the desired
error tolerance. In this way, the approximate minimum pos-

FIG. 8. �Color online� Barnes damping of the kinetic Alfvén wave for simu-
lations with 16 energy grid points and 32 pitch-angles for each sign of v�. In
the absence of collisions �left�, subgridscale structures develop in velocity
space, and the damping is artificially terminated. A small collisionality ��
��� prevents the development of subgridscale structures in velocity space,
and the damping rate remains correct indefinitely �right�.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Time evolution of the integral �left� and spectral
�right� error estimates for the collisionless kinetic Alfvén wave. Vertical line
represents the time at which damping rate artificially terminates due to poor
resolution.

FIG. 10. �Color online� Time evolution of integral and spectral error esti-
mates for the weakly collisional kinetic Alfvén wave damping. The esti-
mates correctly indicate that the simulation remains well-resolved
indefinitely.

FIG. 11. �Color online� Time evolution of nonzero terms in the entropy
balance relation for the kinetic Alfvén wave damping simulation. For the
collisional case, we find that the change in entropy �dS /dt� is balanced by
collisional entropy generation. For the collisionless case, there is no colli-
sional entropy generation, and therefore the change in entropy should be
zero. Our diagnostic finds this to be true even when the simulation becomes
poorly resolved �at t�60�. Consequently, the entropy balance diagnostic is
not a useful indicator of resolution for this simulation.
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sible dissipation is used to achieve an acceptable degree of
resolution in velocity space.

Of course, the amount of dissipation necessary to resolve
a simulation at a fixed number of grid points may be quite
large if a coarse grid is used. Consequently, the collisionless
dynamics may be modified. As a result, it is necessary to
compare the converged collision frequency with dynamic
frequencies of interest in the problem. One must also be
aware that even at collision frequencies below the frequency
associated with collisionless instabilities, it is known that
collisions can affect the behavior of zonal flows near mar-
ginal stability.23,24 Care should thus be taken whenever the
adaptive collision frequency more than transiently exceeds
the physical collision frequency.

As an example we consider a nonlinear simulation of
electron ETG turbulence in slab geometry �i.e., straight back-
ground magnetic field�. In the nonlinear phase, small scales
are expected to develop in velocity space, potentially chal-
lenging numerical resolution. In Fig. 12, we see that this is
indeed the case. Our velocity space resolution diagnostics
indicate that the errors in velocity space begin to increase
sharply during the transition from linear instability to turbu-
lence. However, our use of an adaptive collision frequency
prevents the estimated error from exceeding the user-defined
relative error tolerance �in this case, 0.01�. We see that the
error remains on the threshold of the error tolerance, while
the collision frequency for energy diffusion increases to a
steady-state value of ��0.027k�vth,e, which is well below the
dynamic frequency in the system. Consequently, the colli-
sionless dynamics is unaltered.

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper, we discussed the development of small-
scale structure in velocity space, presented a set of velocity
space resolution diagnostics for use in gyrokinetic simula-
tions and introduced an adaptive collisionality that allows us
to resolve simulations with an approximate minimal neces-
sary dissipation for a fixed number of grid points in velocity
space. In Sec. II we demonstrated the tendency of collision-

less plasmas to develop increasingly fine scales in the distri-
bution of particle velocities and discussed the phase mixing
processes that lead to such behavior.

In Sec. III we described the treatment of velocity space
in the gyrokinetic code GS2. We gave details on the choice of
velocity space variables �energy and pitch-angle� and dis-
cretization scheme, which is chosen to minimize the error of
the numerical integrals necessary to obtain the electromag-
netic fields. This included presentation of a newly imple-
mented energy grid, which provides spectrally accurate inte-
grals over particle energies. Additionally, we gave a brief
discussion of both the physical and numerical dissipation
mechanisms available for use in GS2.

We discussed common approaches to monitoring veloc-
ity space resolution in Sec. IV and the difficulties associated
with each. We then proposed two new measures of velocity
space resolution and detailed implementation in GS2. One of
the proposed resolution diagnostics involves obtaining esti-
mates for the error in field integrals by comparing numerical
integrals obtained using integration schemes with differing
degrees of precision. The other resolution diagnostic in-
volves decomposing the perturbed distribution function into
spectral components in velocity space and monitoring the
amplitude of the spectral coefficients. Both diagnostics
should be quite conservative.

We then applied our resolution diagnostics to a number
of example problems, including Landau damping of the ion
acoustic wave, Barnes damping of the kinetic Alfvén wave,
and linear instability of the toroidal ITG mode. We found
that both diagnostics do well in qualitatively estimating er-
rors due to limited velocity space resolution. Due to their
conservative nature, an empirical scaling factor was neces-
sary to obtain correct quantitative predictions.

In Sec. V we coupled the error estimates from our reso-
lution diagnostics with a model physical collision operator to
develop an adaptive collision frequency. This adaptive colli-
sion frequency allowed us to resolve velocity space while
using an approximate minimal necessary amount of dissipa-
tion. When using the adaptive collision frequency, one must
monitor the ratio of the collision frequency to the dynamic
frequency to ensure that one is still within the weakly colli-
sional regime.

In conclusion, we found that dissipation was not neces-
sary to resolve linear instabilities, but it was necessary to
resolve nonlinear dynamics and linearly damped waves. For
the nonlinear cases considered here �slab ETG and toroidal
ITG�, the required collisionality for resolution obtained with
the adaptive collision frequency was found to be no larger
than the physical collisionality used in modern fusion experi-
ments.
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APPENDIX A: LANDAU-DAMPED ION ACOUSTIC
WAVE

We consider the collisionless ion acoustic wave in slab
geometry with adiabatic electrons. The gyrokinetic equation
for this system has the particularly simple form

�h

�t
+ vz

�h

�z
=

qF0

T

���	
�t

. �A1�

Changing variables from h to g��f1	 and assuming solu-
tions of the form

g = g̃�v�ei�k�z−�t�, �A2�

we obtain

�� − kv�g = kv
e��	R

Ti
FM , �A3�

where we are using v=v� and k=k� for convenience. Neglect-
ing finite Larmor radius effects and assuming quasineutrality
gives

�� − kv�g = kv�
FM

n0
� d3v�g�v�� , �A4�

where ��Te /Ti. Defining

ḡ�v� = 2��
0

�

v�dv�g�v� �A5�

and integrating over the perpendicular velocities in the gyro-
kinetic equation yields

�� − kv�ḡ�v� = kF�v� , �A6�

where

F�v� = v�
n1

2�vth

e−�v2/2vth
2 �, �A7�

n1 =� dv�ḡ�v�� . �A8�

Following the analysis in Refs. 25 and 26, we see that this
equation has solutions of the form

ḡ�v� = F�v��P 1

u − v
+  �k,u���u − v�� , �A9�

with u=� /k, provided that  is chosen to satisfy the condi-
tion

n1 =� dv�ḡ�v�� = P� dv�
F�v��
u − v�

+  �k,u�F�u� . �A10�

A general solution is given in the form

f̄�z,v,t� = �
−�

� �
−�

�

C�k,u�ḡk,u�v�eik�z−ut�dkdu , �A11�

where C�k ,u�, is determined by the initial condition

f̄�z,v,0� =� � C�k,u�ḡk,u�v�eikzdkdu . �A12�

Taking the inverse Fourier transform of the above ex-
pression gives

F�k,v� =� C�k,u�ḡk,u�v�du , �A13�

where

F�k,v� =
1

2�
� f̄�z,v,0�e−ikzdz . �A14�

Plugging the expression �A9� for ḡ into the initial condition
�A13� yields

F�k,v�
F�v�

= P� C�k,u�
u − v

du +  �k,v�C�v� . �A15�

We now have two equations, Eqs. �A10� and �A15�, for
two unknowns � and C�. In order to solve this linear system,
it is convenient to define some new notation. Any square
integrable function H can be written as

H�q� = �
−�

�

K�p�eipqdp . �A16�

We define the positive and negative frequency parts of H as

H!�q� = ! �
0

!�

K�p�eipqdp �A17�

so that H=H++H−. Further we define the function H�=H+

−H−. It can be shown that H� has the alternate form

H��v� = P 1

�i
�

−�

� H�v��
v� − v

dv�. �A18�

With these definitions in hand, we rewrite Eqs. �A10� and
�A15� as

n1 = − �iF��u� +  F�u� , �A19�

F�k,v�
F�v�

= � + �i�C+�v� + � − �i�C−�v� . �A20�

Eliminating  gives an expression involving C+ and C−,

F�k,u� = �n1 + 2�iF+�u��C+�k,u�

+ �n1 − 2�iF−�u��C−�k,u� . �A21�

The transform F can also be broken down into negative and
positive frequency parts to give two separate equations,

F!�k,u� = �n1! 2�iF!�u��C!�u� . �A22�

These can then be used to construct C�k ,u�,

C�k,u� =
F+�k,u�

n1 + 2�iF+�u�
+

F−�k,u�
n1 − 2�iF−�u�

. �A23�

Substituting the expressions �A9� and �A23� for ḡ and C
into the Eq. �A11� for f̄ gives
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f̄�z,v,t� =� � � F+�k,u�
n1 + 2�iF+�u�

+
F−�k,u�

n1 − 2�iF−�u��F�v�

��P 1

u − v
+  �k,u���u − v��eik�z−ut�dkdu .

�A24�

We can use the identity

F!�k,u� =
1

2�
�

−�

�

e−ikz�dz��
−�

�

�!�u − v�� f̄�z�,v�,0�dv�

�A25�

to rewrite Eq. �A24� in the more convenient form

f̄�z,v,t� =� � �+�u − v��
n1 + 2�iF+�u�

+
�−�u − v��

n1 − 2�iF−�u��
�

f̄�z�,v�,0�
2�

F�v��P 1

u − v
+  �k,u���u − v��

�eik�z−z�−ut�dz�dv�dkdu . �A26�

Now we pick an initial condition of the form

f̄�z,v,0� = f̃�v,0�eik0z, �A27�

which gives

f̄�z,v,t� = eik0�z−vt��n1 + �iF��v��

�
 f̃+�v,0�
n1 + 2�iF+�v�

+
f̃−�v,0�

n1 − 2�iF−�v�
� �A28�

+ P� F�v�
u − v


 f̃+�u,0�
n1 + 2�iF+�u�

+
f̃−�u,0�

n1 − 2�iF−�u�
�

�eik0�z−ut�du . �A29�
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